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Introduction   This chapter presents the methodology I utilized for collecting and analyzing data for this study. The research design, recruitment of participants, generation of data, description of schools and instruments used to generate data in this study are presented. This chapter closes with a discussion of the methodological assumptions and provisions for the use of human subjects.   The research questions explored in this study were:  1) In what ways does teachers’ engagement with LMA bring forward creative/artistic ways to enhance the curriculum and their teaching in an urban elementary school? (2) In what ways does teachers’ engagement with LMA bring forward creative/artistic ways to enhance the instruction and their teaching in an urban elementary school? (3) How does teachers’ involvement with LMA interact with their engagement in a participatory action‐research project that explores the teaching and learning relationship in the arts across the curriculum at an urban elementary school?   The research questions explored by the participants in this study were as follows.   Maria (Participant 1) asked:   M1. What if my children do not respond well with the LMA        methodology? And how can I measure if it is working? 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 M2. What are the criteria for assessing whether the LMA methodology     is working toward meeting standards of alphabet and number        recognition?   M3. How can I use other words to identify the eight Effort Qualities,      especially when children are still learning how to read? Anna (Participant 2) asked:   A1. How can LMA help with required standardized testing?   A2. How can I access whether my students were able to grasp the LMA     methodology? How could I improve or what tools or input do I need to     do better?   A3. How does the LMA method encourage creative thinking and      problem‐solving for the teacher and student? Gloria (Participant 3) asked: G1. How can LMA’s Effort Qualities encourage pupils’ positive behavior in different situations, settings, and spaces? Wouldn’t teachers have to instruct differently when pupils are in a church, museum, and/or zoo?   G2. How does LMA help the teacher in making it easier for the        students to learn? An example would be a point of reference or      making it memorable for the students?   G3. What techniques do teachers use to evaluate their progress? Brandi (Participant 4) asked: 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 I remember we also had to draw different images of the eight effort qualities, and for me, direct was a frog as well as the tongue sticking out and eating a fly, indirect was the fly itself, a fly usually flies in different directions quickly, hard and powerful was a hammer, like someone nailing a hammer, soft and light was a feather, open/free was for me going to the beach, childhood memories of going to along the golf coast with my family to the beach, closed/bound was a cast on a broken leg, and not being able to move it, fast is a car, and slow for me is a turtle.   I found this exercise helpful because it allowed me to find images in relationship to the eight Effort qualities and would allow me then to think of these images to enhance for example a specific emotion with, perhaps, the movement. So with a feather it would be soft, so I could use that image to think of my body being soft and light like a feather. I also remembered stating that I could imagine myself collecting different images in magazines and I would give them to the children and asked them how the image reflects the different 8 qualities.   Next I remember in the workshop playing a small drum and I was hesitant again for this because I’m not a great musician, but was open in trying to experiment and follow the different rhythms of the 8 effort qualities. Again I was thinking about   my class and how this could relate, how I could bring this into the classroom and thought to myself that drums are very expensive and thought that our school does not have the money to afford 18 drums for my pupils and I remember Leonard stating that clapping and vocal sounds could be a replacement for an instrument. 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 I know that we also sing in our first grade classroom, especially, simple religious songs, and I will try my best to be more clear and descriptive with how to express oneself through each of these religious songs that we sing in class. I’ll admit that I was hesitant again for the role‐playing theater exercises. So it was nice to see my colleague Gloria and Leonard first try out the exercise with role‐playing. So it was nice to see Gloria play a policewoman and Leonard play a child and the relationship of the effort qualities working in a situation.   Watching the two first do this made me feel um a little bit more at ease and, um, and so I was the last person to explore an act out a role with Leonard and it was, I was to play the principal, and he was to play a teacher and the two qualities were direct and indirect. I remember that I had to play direct and Leonard played indirect. That experience I thought of was actually how my principal is towards me, and um it made the other teachers laugh, and so I was also laughing throughout the scene what I found important about this exercise is that we discussed then how one communicates with one another, with the staff and one’s colleagues with the 8 effort qualities and the importance of communication within the community, the faculty of the school.   I’m not sure of how I could be able to use this with my first graders, I know I have to think about it and reflect but for now I can picture myself reading fairy tales with more expression using the 8 qualities to show the different roles in the fairy tale. I’m still not sure how I’d use it with my students in terms of acting out their roles. 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 What I found the most interesting in this workshop was the creating a setup with the eight Effort qualities within the classroom. I find this important because for first graders it’s important to be creative and mindful in different areas about what you want to evoke within the classroom area. So I know I have a library book area which for me is slow, bound, soft, and light, I know that I do have two computers which is the computer area which evokes direct and fast. I know that I do have also a religious icon area which for me is also free open direct. For me the hardest image to create a space for was indirect, for indirect images was hard, but I can imagine it happening in the religious area when you think of god as being not visible but visible indirectly in the environment and the universe.   I enjoyed that we were able to view my colleagues’ classrooms and how they used the eight Effort qualities, I remember that after this workshop was finished, I remember being a bit overwhelmed, but yet still excited in terms of how would I use the eight Effort qualities throughout my curriculum and instruction, as well as the arts. I would say the strongest themes that I felt I learned was how to be more creative in my curriculum, and how to be more expressive in my instruction.   I can imagine myself using the appendix the alphabet a‐z appendix in creating a lesson plan going through the alphabet from a through z and using inspiration for themes from the different letters each week. So if it was the letter a, then I know that my students and I could explore the emotion of anger and afraid and for role‐playing or for and then for animals and insects for the children to explore, we could use an ant and an ape, which an ant could be slow and bound and an ape indirect and fast I also know that in the appendix you could do the alphabet 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and dance the letter a as a theme. So I believe that through the workshop and the appendices that were given to me, I’ll be integrating more of the performing arts into my curriculum, something that I have not done much in the past.   This weekend workshop changed how I view curriculum and instruction. In the past, I had never thought to be so creative or to integrate the arts into my math and English classes. And so, this workshop introduced me to using Laban as a methodology in English, math, and in the sciences as well. But since I only teach first graders, I’m looking more into how they can be more kinesthetic with how they draw the alphabet with their bodies, as well as play with different movement qualities, which leads them to becoming more expressive about who they are.    Laban’s effort qualities are very efficient, because they’re very simple, qualitative words that anyone can relate to. And I was surprised about that, because I hadn’t thought that one could do so much, creatively and artistically, with these 8 effort qualities. So yes, I would say that I have changed how I approach my curriculum and instruction, that I’m more expressive in how I teach my students as well as how I act in the classroom when I pace, after having discussed pacing in the workshop.    I wrote on my “What Are You Tolerating” worksheet that stress is one of the most important factors in this teaching job, and that I have trouble finding time for myself. I start [work] before 8:00 a.m. and usually stayed until after 5:00 p.m. After this, I feel so tired that I am not able to do the things that I would like to do, such as go to the gym and work out or go out with friends. Also, on my “What Are You Tolerating” worksheet I would like to go to graduate school, but cannot afford to at 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this time because of the lack of financial resources and lack of time. Working at this particular parochial school, it has been sad for me to see that the school needs more financial support and better equipment but we try to make the best with what we have.   My goals for the next 2 months and half of this research study were to improve my students’ fluency and comprehension of the English language and improve my students’ skills in math and writing. My students are predominantly Mexican‐American and lower income, and I worry whether they are fluent enough in the English language to be able to perform well on their standardized tests as well as prepare for the next grade level. My students need to have 100% letter recognition. If these goals were accomplished, I would feel that I have done my job well and know that I am on the right track in terms of how I am teaching.   My action plan for completing these goals was to experiment with LMA to see if it would be helpful for my students in building letter recognition and math computation skills. I am interested in using LMA’s eight Effort Qualities to instruct my pupils in not only drawing the letters of the alphabet but as well as dancing them. For math, I am interested in using LMA’s eight Effort Qualities in developing shape recognition skills by using different shapes in the environment and nature.    My main way of communicating with the researcher was through e‐mails and telephone calls. I sent photos of my work with LMA as well as journals and lesson plans. More importantly, I am interested in using LMA’s eight Effort Qualities to develop approaches within my curriculum and instruction for how children should behave during Catholic Mass services. 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the same height as me, and I tend to have problems with students taking advantage of my height. I believe if I accomplish these goals, it would allow my students to approach learning math and English in more creative ways, and do hope that it would also enhance my curriculum and better the test scores of my students. I also do hope that LMA would help me better understand how I teach, and would help me explore how to better my instruction.   My action plan for using LMA focused more on the visual arts and art projects. I am very committed with introducing LMA’s eight Effort Qualities directly to my students. However, I did worry throughout the research study because my students were preparing for the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS), as students begin taking that test in the third grade. This concern limited the amount of time I was able to spend recording data and observations for the purposes of this research. However, the material that I did send to Leonard I believe was rich in detail and inventive in its concepts. Anna (Participant 2) asked:    How can LMA help with required standardized testing? I found this question important for me because this is the first time my students will be taken a national standardized test and I want to make sure that they do well because it reflects on whether I am doing my job well. I    How can I access whether my students were able to grasp the LMA      methodology? How could I improve or what tools or input do I need to     do better? 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looking at nature and describing the movement quality with LMA. I find that the use of imagery within the eight effort qualities as well as pacing were important for me as well as my colleagues because I felt that was time we had in depth discussions and sharing of our ideas and experiences.   In my “What Are You Tolerating?” worksheet I stated that, “I lack the art materials for the classroom and for the children, so it affects which art projects I can give to my students.” This is true and so many of my arts exercises focus on recyclable materials.  As for my personal life, I also face the stress of having a newborn baby who suffers from asthma. In terms of my identity and teaching predominantly Mexican‐American students is tolerating the pervasive negative stereotypes about Mexican‐Americans that gives others the impression that me and my student’s are undocumented and are not hard‐working and proficient in the community in which we live in. I believe that we do work hard, or maybe too hard, but through strong faith, everything is possible to achieve.   My goals were to incorporate more creative movement and the other arts into my visual arts curriculum and into my reading and writing instruction. Reflecting, feel that I would like to have the students learn the eight Effort Qualities by being more expressive in their reading, writing, and explorations into the visual arts. More importantly I want to ensure that all students feel safe and respected.   My action plan to achieve these goals was to explore various arts exercises through incorporating LMA’s eight Effort Qualities. When introducing a new approach or technique within the arts to my students, I was able to discuss how it related to the eight Effort Qualities. For example, I remember stating, “when using 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them in reaching their goals, and I could personally feel as if I had made a difference in their lives.   My action plan was to use LMA to clarify my actions when creating lesson plans for my curriculum and instruction. For example, I will be direct with my instruction when demonstrating exercises. Specifically working toward the goal of being more intentional about speaking slower to my autistic student so that he better understands me. I also want to develop a closer (bound) relationship with my students to increase concentration and clarity so that there is more of a focus on the needs of the students. I also want to be “open” before and after school so my students could come get extra help because sometimes students do not know what they need to focus on, whether it be their homework or simply what happened in class that day. Brandi (Participant 4) asked:     How can LMA help identify and then support gifted or special        needs students? This question is important to me because our school’s philosophy is based on inclusion within the classroom. So my student’s are coming from different backgrounds and disabilities and so I wanted to learn if LMA could help me with analyzing my diverse students and then find creative ways to support their learning.   What kind of literature is out there that helps support the LMA       methodology in the classroom? I know this is a direct question that has a yes or no answer but I believe that if I am also a researcher I would like to know what other literature is out there on 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school level where the principal stated, “that there’s more freedom to explore the arts in early elementary school grades.”   The first day of the LMA workshop, we gathered in the school cafeteria. I brought a cd player with me and a video camera. I did ask if the participants were uncomfortable being videotaped and two of the teachers, Maria and Anna, were hesitant, and I explained that this would be helpful for me to see spontaneously what would occur when I thought these eight Effort qualities in these art forms and that it would only be seen by me. So they agreed, but I felt that they were very hesitant in the beginning of the workshop.   The first exercise was movement and the eight Effort qualities and when I teach I am very observant of the participants and Gloria was very engaged, and I felt that Maria and Anna were hesitant, but later within the movement exercises became more engaged in what they were doing. Important for me was to always have a discussion after every exercise, so I wanted to learn how they could imagine using this exercise or using more creative language and dance in their curriculum.   After this exercise then I went into the LMA eight Effort qualities and the drawing of different images in relationship to these qualities. I find that this exercise balances the movement, starting with movement and coming down to finding images to drawing. I find that is good, first moving and getting the body warmed, then concentrating to find images to draw to illustrate. I also found it important to ask the participants to define creativity, because it is defined in so many ways so I wanted them to be aware of how they thought of it themselves, so they could be attuned to how they might use it in their teaching, classroom, and curriculum. Again, 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exercises. For Brandi, journal entries were especially helpful for generating data, as well as lesson plans that incorporated LMA in her curriculum.    The teachers analyzed their data in many ways. Maria did this by looking at the end results of the study and the growth of her students. She evaluated whether the study had improved their learning, expression, and comprehension of what they were experiencing, whether it was a story, dancing, playing different character roles, or attending mass.   Anna analyzed her data by looking at the end results of the work and giving her students exercises that used the LMA effort qualities – from pictures of animals to sensations to different objects in nature – so that the students had multi‐faceted approaches to the eight effort qualities.    Gloria analyzed her collected data by comparing her students’ past visual artworks with more recent ones. From this, she evaluated whether incorporating LMA helped her students become more descriptive and expressive, and whether they developed better approaches to her visual arts exercises. Gloria wanted her students to not only approach a visual arts exercise, but to be able to interpret their work after finishing: why they chose the colors they did, what inspired their lines, et cetera. This expressive evaluation was a central goal for Gloria, even more so than the exercises themselves.    Brandi analyzed her data by observing her students in seeing if they were improving their communication and collaborative skills when working in groups. She also relied on feedback from her Co‐teacher in what she felt was working when incorporating LMA in her curriculum and instruction. 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Leonard’s Story On the Participant’s Application of LMA   LMA helped Maria to shape her own teaching habits. She found that it helped her become more expressive and descriptive when reading to her students, and that she in turn grew more sensitive to their body language and behavior. She stated:    “Since we are at a Catholic school, it’s important for my students to have a good understanding of how to be when we attend mass – and to be more expressive when they participate in it.”   Maria worked to integrate the LMA methodology into a very wide range of instructional activities: dance and creative movement, music, reading, religion, the visual arts, and role playing. The three parochial teachers, Maria, Gloria, and Anna, all had a great interest in applying LMA to their religious teaching. The other two parochial school teachers, Gloria and Anna, had shown interest in wanting to improve and enhance their classroom atmosphere, particularly their religious corners. Both incorporated the LMA Effort Qualities in religious corners of the classroom so that the students were able to direct their attention to these religious icons and pray and also have a better understanding of why they are presented in this manner. For Gloria, it was improving her corner by displaying religious artwork that the students created. For Anna, it was improving her corner by clarifying the religious icons but also adding more meaningful petitions and prayers from the students.   Maria applied LMA outside of her lesson plans, as well as in them. She restructured her classroom, organizing it via the effort qualities and creating a 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healthier, more creative learning environment. She also used the LMA methodology to improve her own pacing and to analyze student behavior.   Anna had a unique interest in teaching science to her students, and I talked with her about science exercises that would increase creativity and boost student interest using LMA. She found new approaches to the 8 effort qualities by providing her students with different images that related to the 8 effort qualities. Her main concern was that her students prepare for the ITB standardized test. She stated:   “I will also try to incorporate LMA’s effort qualities in bettering my students’ test taking.”   Anna also focused on developing her skills in the fields of religion, social studies, and visual art. Like Maria, she expressed a desire to improve her pacing, and experimented with LMA to do so. She worked with her students to apply the eight effort qualities to their private lives outside of school, in an exercise that allowed them to design a perfect bedroom.    Gloria reflected that shaping her work with LMA helped her to become more descriptive and expressive, as well as her students. She collaborated with her students more by allowing them to identify themes that were important to them, and then helping them express these themes via drawing. Gloria, like Maria, used LMA to improve her own movement and expression, and to similarly empower her students. Along with Maria and Anna, Gloria integrated LMA methodology into religion, social studies, and the visual arts. She also brought her new knowledge into out‐of‐school settings, including a class field trip to a museum. 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OBJ: The children will identify 
picture that begin with the letter 
H. 
PROC:  -  Do 1 TEACH  &  first  
           Section of Practice/Apply 
EVAL:  Phonic Book p. 45     
              TE T45 &T46 
 
The children will trace and 
make letter h. 
           
    - Oral sample of things  
        beginning w/H 
    - Oral direction 
-  Letter Hh 
sheet(front/back) 
The children will warm 
up with the 8 LMA 
qualities and then draw 
the the letter H with 







OBJ:  The children will identify 
and isolate initial sounds for the 
letter Hh. 
.PROC: –E Blocks/ Unit 8 
          - Lesson 9-11 
     - Kinesthetic Learner 
EVAL: Phonic Book T38 
 
The children will write the 
letter H in upper case 
form. 
 
       -     Oral directions 
   
    - Handwriting Book p. 
26^^^^^^ 
               
ART    WREATH 
The children will paint a 
small paper plate that 
resembles a wreath.  
     -add light and soft 
objects/ornaments 








OBJ:  The children will visually 
recognize H and h. 
PROC: Practice/Apply section  2 
       -Sample and oral directions 
EVAL: Phonic Book p. 42^^^^^ 
               TE T42 
 
The children will trace and 
make the letter Hh. 
     
-Oral directions and board            
       sample by children 
 
Letter Hh Sheet 
(front/back) 
 Letter theme H (hand 
and help): The children 
will explore 
their hands and how they 
can help someone. 
Through movement and 
different situations when 







OBJ: The children will identify 
and isolate the initial sound for 
letter H and print Hh. 
PROC: - #1 Teach  
             -Practice/Apply   
            -Group Direction 
EVAL: - Phonic Book 43/44^^^^ 
            TE T43 & T44  
 
 
The children will write the 
letter h in lowercase form. 
   
     -Oral Directions  
 
 






The children will 
mime different 






OBJ: The children will identify 
the sound letter H makes in a 
word. 
 
PROC:  Listening skill with  
              memorization  




The children will write 
numbers 1-5. 
            -white board 
samples             
           -  group/oral 
directions  
 
Handwriting Book p. 
24^^^^^^ 
The children will draw 
out the numbers 1-5 with 
different body parts.  
For Music they will clap 











































replicate the same approach and tone of voice when it was their turn to read out loud!    In early March, I helped my students explore the roles of important people who make up a city. Some examples included policeman/woman, fireman, bank teller, salesperson, and mail man/woman. Even though they didn’t speak much dialogue, it was nice to see the children act out these career roles through movement. During the lesson, I tried to guide them with the effort qualities to be more powerful in their movements, softer in their voice, or more direct with their arm gestures, as needed. After practicing continuously with the Effort Qualities, I feel confident that creativity is possible in my curriculum and instruction.   In my math and reading classes, I planned out lessons in which I would start out giving easy questions, then proceed to harder questions. I did this to challenge my students: they would answer the earlier questions more quickly, and then they would have to take their time with the harder ones. If the questions could be answered by other students, I would sometimes make the questions be “free and open” to the other student groups, so that the other students who knew the answers could help those who were stuck. I also ensured that many questions were “bound and closed” so that the children had to find the answers by themselves.    Prior to the workshop, I had experimented with pacing in my instruction but I didn’t define what I was doing with any degree of detail. The LMA methodology helped me make my instruction more concrete and clear. Even my students are being more responsive and alert when I play with pacing, in both my math and reading classes. 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challenge yourself!” After that, throughout the research study I attempted to change negative thoughts about myself and replace them with positive thoughts, making sure that I was free and open throughout the process. It was very helpful, and I saw myself thinking positively about all that I did!  I even saw a change of behavior and attitude in my students whenever I successfully freed myself from negativity.   Since my very first face‐to‐face meeting with Leonard on January 14, I knew that I wanted to use the eight Effort Qualities to analyze each pupil’s movement behavior.  We had discussed in the workshop that LMA could be a way to understand a child’s body language, as well as how students communicate with one another. Soon after the meeting, I decided to conduct a survey which would help me observe my students. Then I planned to describe my students’ body language and oral communication with the eight Effort qualities. This was a very new experience for me, but I wanted to challenge myself with a movement‐focused research project and be the analyst for this particular survey.   The following is a list of how I monitored my students’ movements and expression:       Direct – 4 boys, 3 girls       Indirect – 2 boys, 6 girls   The boy students tended to be more direct when answering mathematical questions. Girls tended to be more indirect with one another when discussing answers. When girls talked about boys, they tended to be very indirect, thus making sure that the boys didn’t hear their conversations.       Soft – 2 boys, 7 girls 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lunchtime breaks in greater detail so that if any of the teachers made a complaint, I could share with them my observations and discuss my attempts to effect change.  Brandi’s Observation of 1st and 2nd Grade Students During Lunch Time (Slow, On Time, Fast)   Name  Monday  Comments  Tuesday  Comments  1.  Guadalupe   Slow (talks too much)  Eat Faster,  Late to class!      2.  Angelina   On Time        3.  Cailey   On Time        4.  Maverick   Fast Eater  Take more time.      5.  Luz   On Time        6.  Marcus   Slow (talks too much)  Eat Faster,  Late to class!      7.  Manuel   Fast Eater  Take more time.      8.  Katia   Slow (talks too much)        9.  Leonardo   Fast Eater  Take more time.     10.  Andrea   Fast Eater  Take more time.     11.  Victoria   On Time       12. Michelle   On Time       13. Macie   On Time       14.  Alicia   Slow Eater  Eat Faster,  Late to class!     15.  Jesse   On Time       16.  Lisa   On Time       17.  Ella   On Time       18.  Jacob   Fast Eater  Take more time.     19. Clarice   Slow (talks too Much)  Eat Faster,  Late to class! 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Examples of physical movements (body carriage, gesture) using the eight qualities: 1. Hard. This quality inspires tension‐based exercises such as fist‐clenching, shadow‐boxing, and marching in unison. 2. Soft. Standing on the balls of the feet, walking lightly, flowing arm movements. 3. Fast. Running in place, rapid hand/arm gestures, hurried speech. 4. Slow. Lethargic motion, exaggerated speech and facial expressions. 5. Direct. Finger pointing, head motion up and down or side to side, specific gazes. 6. Indirect. Flexible, self‐contained motions. 7. Open. Expansive facial expressions and bodily gestures. 8. Closed. Restrictive, bounded postures and expressions. 




Examples of classroom spatial use and/orientation (atmosphere, environment): 1. Hard. Rock or fossil samples, pictures of mountains. 2. Soft. Use of soothing colors, curtains and cushions. 3. Fast. Presence of resources (computers, reference books), pictures of lightning, rockets, etc. 4. Slow. Pictures of slow‐moving creatures, subdued lighting. 5. Direct. Geometric shapes, accessibility. 6. Indirect. Private spaces, malleable objects or substances. 7. Open. Windows, doors, landscapes, playgrounds/parks. 8. Closed. Separated personal spaces, cabinets, shelves. 




                     iii.     Listening and then dancing to strong classical music (e.g.  Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony).             C. Visual arts i.        Inspired by the lines, strokes, or palette of great art that gives an        overall  impression of power (e.g. Van Gogh), the children draw and  paint. ii.  Original drawing or painting with powerful, intense strokes  and lines.  iii.      Free interpretation of the theme of power or hardness.  D. Theatre and role playing i. Using words and motions express emotions and terms (e.g. anger) without foul language or gestures. ii. Voice exploration with loud, powerful sounds (e.g. a beat box in  rapping). iii. Students acting out and moving as if they are powerful people  (monarch, president, etc.).   Hard imagery includes:  objects (hammer, tractor)                                                              animals (elephant, lion, hippo)                      people/characters (giant, boxer, bodybuilder) 2. Soft A. Dance (creative movement, body awareness) i. Have the children stand on the balls of the feet and tiptoe  throughout the room as if a baby was sleeping. 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ii.  Have the children explore soft flying arms and soft steps throughout the room as if they were a flock of birds. B. Music (pianissimo– very soft and light) i. Have the children drum a very soft and light rhythm while walking on the balls of their feet. ii. Have half the children explore the use of breath by exhaling to create the sounds of wind while the other half move as if they were the wind (soft and flowing movements). iii. Find music that is soft and light and have the children listen and then dance to it (e.g. Tchaikovsky’s Dying Swan). C. Visual Arts i.  Inspired by the lines, strokes, palette, of great art that gives an overall  impression of softness/lightness (e.g. Degas), the children draw and paint. ii.  Give the children the theme of lightness and have them   draw symbols or images of what that is to them. D. Theater and role playing i.  Express light, soft words or emotions through body movement coordinated with spoken texts. ii.  Have the children act as if they are in places where one must be quiet. iii.  Have two children carry a on conversation in they must speak with very soft, light voices (e.g., library, movie theatre). 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Soft imagery includes:  objects (feathers, silk scarves)     animals/insects (butterflies, hummingbirds,                                                             dragonflies)     people/characters (ballerina, fairy, ghost, Little Red       Riding Hood) 3. Fast A. Dance (creative movement, body awareness) i.  Stand and shake both hands as fast as you can in front of you, above, to each side, and below. Repeat with the feet (running in place), with legs together and then apart. ii.  Move various body parts very quickly: separately, in combination, and last using the whole body.  iii.  Demonstrate normal gestures and/or “bad habit” movements (e.g. jiggling, tapping). B. Music (allegro—fast) i.  Drum with a fast and steady rhythm (make sure not too loud or too fast. ii.  Have half the children clap or drum a fast rhythm on drums while the other half walk, jog, run, or gesture in time with various body parts. iii.  Listen to music that is fast in tempo (e.g., modern techno, J.S. Bach’s Partita Number 2 for violin), then have the children discuss it and finally dance to it. 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iv.  Demonstrate a variety of fast tempos on a metronome and  have the children try to clap in time. C. Visual Arts i. Inspired by artists or an art form that gives an overall impression of quickness,(e.g., music videos, multimedia digital imagery, light/laser shows), have the children draw or paint. ii. Freestyle drawing or painting (abstract). Have the children look at an object and see who can draw it most quickly. iii.  Explain, using a flip book, how animation works. Hand out small notepads so they can create their own flip books.  D. Theater and role playing i.  Have the children express words or emotions that impart the quality of quickness (e.g. worry, anticipation, excitement) both verbally and through movement.  ii.  Have the children vocalize different sounds as fast as possible. The more strange the sounds, the funnier and better it gets. iii.  Have the children act out situations in which rapid speech is necessary. Make sure the both words and movement and fast (e.g. an emergency, being late for school).  Fast imagery includes:  objects (rocket, speeding car, lightning)       animals/insects (leopard, greyhound, dragonfly)      people/characters (paramedic, the White Rabbit,              cyclist, race‐car driver, sprinter, speed skater). 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4. Slow A. Dance (creative movement/body awareness) i.  While standing, have the children move their faces in slow motion (chewing, roving eyes, etc.) and express numerous emotions. ii.  Have the children walk four steps forward and then return to place in slow motion. Variation:  from a standing position, have them “melt” down to the floor and then slowly rise back up. B. Music (adagio—slow) i.   Slow percussion rhythms or slow notes/melody on flute, etc. ii. Have half the children clap or drum slowly while the other half  walk in time throughout the room. iii.  Listen and them dance to a slow classical piece (e.g. Chopin’s Funeral March). iv.  Demonstrate a variety of slow tempos on a metronome and ask the children to keep time with different body parts.  C. Visual Arts i.  Inspired by artists or an art form that gives an overall impression of slowness (Calder mobiles, Bill Viola videos), have the children draw or paint.  ii.  Have the children create their own mobiles with sticks, hangers, light objects, and string or wire. 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D. Theater and role playing i.  Have the children express words or emotions that impart the quality of slowness (e.g. fatigue, illness, stealth) both verbally and through movement. ii.  Have the children use their mouths to explore different sounds as slowly as possible. The alphabet is a great start. iii.  Have the children act out situations in which slow motion is required (e.g. spacewalking, animal stalking prey). Slow imagery includes:  objects/places (time‐clock, dripping honey, melting                                                snow, stalled traffic)                animals (snails, turtles) People/characters (elders, hospital patients, Father Time) 5. Direct A. Dance (creative movement/ body awareness) i.  Have the children practice controlled arm movements while standing, first to the front and then above, below, and on both sides.  ii.  While standing, have the children practice controlled foot movements (tapping, kicking) to the front, back, and side to side.  iii.  Repeat the above with direct, controlled movements of the  head, shoulders, elbows, hips, and knees. 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B. Music (staccato—every note is precise and crisp) i.  Demonstrate staccato on drums, other instruments, and/or                handclapping. Use a variety of tempos. ii.  Have half the children play staccato rhythms while the other half dance with direct movement and gestures. iii.  Explain the role of a orchestra conductor and let the children take turns directing as the music plays. C. Visual Arts i.  Inspired by artists or an art form that gives an overall clear, direct impression (Mondrian, the Minimalists, Cubism), have the children draw or paint. ii.   Have the children draw straight, direct lines, perhaps using geometric tools, or make multimedia collages using cut paper, toothpicks, etc. iii.  Have the children draw or paint their interpretations of the theme of “directness” (e.g., bow and arrow, pointed finger, compass). D. Theater and role playing i.  Act out words or emotions that express the feeling of directing or being directed (controlling or being controlled, commanding or being commanded).  ii.   Have the children gesture clearly (e.g., finger‐pointing) and match the gestures with words and phrases. 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iii.  Have the children adopt the roles of Director/Leader and Follower (curator or docent, audience or class) Direct imagery includes:  objects (arrow, straight line, flying bullet)          animals/insects (gazelle, kingfisher, hornets)          people/characters (reporter, police, doctor, flight          attendant, Superman) 6. Indirect (flexible) A. Dance (creative movement and body awareness) i.   While standing, have the children loosely clasp their and draw the number 8 in the air. After their wrists are warmed up, ask them to make waves using their whole arms (hands still clasped).  ii.  Next, tell the children to release their hands and move their arms fluidly in any direction like a snake or ocean wave.  iii.  Have the children explore making separate indirect lines with their heads, shoulders, chests, hips, and feet. Then incorporate the whole body into these indirect motions. B. Music (minor notes – the black or raised keys; transitioning from major to                    minor scales) i.  Have the children explore the minor keys on a piano or other instrument such as a xylophone and discuss their impressions of these sounds. 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ii.   While half the children explore instruments’ minor keys, have the other half dance with flexible movements. Voice exploration of indirect and flexible sounds (warbling, yodeling) can be substituted. iii.  Have the children listen and then dance to music that features numerous major/minor shifts (gamelan, jazz). C. Visual Arts i.  Inspired by artists or an art form that gives an overall flexible, indirect impression (Abstract Expressionism, Pollock), have the children draw or paint. ii.  Instruct the children to draw and/or paint freestyle, using indirect and spontaneous strokes and lines. Making sure they do not care where the indirect lines take them. iii.  Have the children explore an extended indirect line without stopping for five minutes and then discuss both the process and their results. D. Theater and role playing i.  Use words or emotions to enact the feeling of being flexible and/or indirect (e.g., lost, unsure). ii.  Have the children read stories and/or poems aloud using a variety of tones and changes of sounds. 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iii.  Have the children choose animals that move indirectly and along flexible lines and also explore sounds that might go with these movements. Flexible imagery includes:  objects (elastic, gum, underwater plants)             animals (snake, worm, felines)             people/characters (Odysseus, burglars,              contortionists) 7. Open/free A. Dance (creative movement and body awareness) i.  While standing, have the children explore different ways of opening both arms (above, below, in front, in back, and alternating). ii.  Tell the children to stand and jump with both legs open, then use one leg after the other. Next, the children should add arm movements as above and finally move both arms and legs together with opening and closing motions. iii.  Have the children walk four steps forward in an open whole‐ body posture and walk four steps backwards in the same posture. B. Music (molto vivace, vivo—very alive and loving) i.  Have the children express feelings of openness on instruments or use their voices loudly, as if they were singing for the very 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first time or as if they are singing to someone or something they love. ii.  Have the children dance with free, open movements and gestures to music that elicits loving feelings and a sense of aliveness (New World Symphony). C. Visual Arts i.  Inspired by artists or an art form that gives an overall impression of openness (Impressionism, wide‐angle photography, Rodin’s paintings), have the children draw or paint.  ii.  Have the children freely draw or paint a landscape.  iii.  Using the theme of opening (e.g. doors and windows, flowers in bloom), have the children paint or draw their own interpretations.  D. Theater and role playing i.  Have the children explore words or emotions that express the feeling of being free, open, and alive (e.g., happiness, school’s out). ii.  Have the children act out a time and place in which everything is free and open (e.g. open field, beach trip, amusement park). iii.  Have the children write about a time during the year that they feel most free and read these stories aloud. Open imagery  includes:  objects (bowl, elements such as air) 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animals/insects (gliding bird with open wings,         butterfly)         people/ characters (baby, explorer, Santa Claus) 8. Bounded/closed A. Dance (creative movement and body awareness) i.  While standing in place, have the children slowly close their eyes and mouths, draw in their shoulders, chests, arms, hands, and the full torso, bend their knees and then curl up tightly on the floor. This exercise can begin from a prone position as well. ii.   Have the children assume closed, bounded postures and walk four steps forward, then four steps back. B. Music (doloroso and/or elegy—pained, sad, mournful) i.  Have the children listen to a sad and/or mournful song (lyrics and music) and then dance/move to it. Certain arias and blues music are ideal for this exercise. ii.  Have the children use hand held‐instruments explore sad or pained ways of playing.  C. Visual Arts i.  Inspired by artists or an art form that gives an overall impression of mourning, sadness, or pain (German Expressionism, Goya, Picasso’s Blue Period), have the children draw or paint. 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 I schedule this exercise immediately after single‐object interpretation because I want to combine physicality and sound. I also want the teachers to progress from individual exploration/interpretation to simple improvisation in pairs so that their confidence, sensitivity, and negotiating skills can develop gradually. (In a classroom setting, where students are already familiar with each other, group improvisation is easier; therefore, I would have assigned it earlier.)   From duets, the group of four teachers will proceed to story interpretation in a quartet. I chose this exercise because it will move the group into the realm of expressive experience involving a concrete storyline, and because it continues the progression of individual to duet to quartet. They will use two fables that I have chosen, The Reed and the Oak and The Lion and the Mouse. Their instructions are 1) to analyze the story itself, using the eight qualities; 2) to choose two storytellers, with the other two acting the character roles; and 3) to perform their piece for the storytellers, keeping in mind the expression of the storytelling and the physicality of each character. They will then switch roles. This exercise will last for around of 30 minutes; after the showings, the group will discuss how to adapt this exercise for use with children in school.   My classroom experience clearly indicates that schoolchildren of all ages (pre‐K through high school) respond well to the use of fables in this exercise. Younger children enjoy concretely acting out the storyline and “becoming” the characters, whereas older children and teens embrace the challenges of interpreting and personalizing the stories, their characters’ roles and motivations. The latter will even happily create alternative interpretations and new, sometimes surprisingly 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Appendix M:  Gloria’s LMA Analysis of All Her Art Exercises Hi Leonard,  I’m sorry this is late.  Here are my picture summaries. I’m sending pictures on different email.  I will be sending them in parts, due to the volume. Then, Monday I will send you the original cd with the pictures.  Have a great week,  Gloria  LMA’s Eight Effort Qualities :   Hard/Soft Fast/Slow Direct/Indirect Open/Closed   Picture #   51  Characters from  book, Freak the Mighty Kevin and Max This picture has all of the eight qualities.  Hard and soft color.  The students drew in fast and slow strokes using the pencils used freestyle drawing using a book to create characters. They used some indirect private space and direct shapes.  Open and closed lines to create character.  52,93,94,95  Students in this creation of Kevin and Max viewed the character as open and closed shapes.  They used markers to complete drawing using direct lines.  53  MLK  Students created a silhouette of Dr. Martin Luther King and wrote part of his I Have A Dream Speech. They also reacted part of their part of the speech. Acting out in emotions and being in controlled using gestures.  54  MLK  Student wrote on silhouettes their dream and express their feelings on what they felt about being free. They role played their written silhouettes.  55  MLK  Students on this one wrote about being the first Hispanic to attend college, used her voice let everyone in the class know what she was going to do, to set her dream. 56  This student wants war to end and for  everyone to live in a peaceful world, used soft tone of voice to let his word out.  57  This female student wants to be successful her tone of voice was forceful and loud, she express concern for all girls to be successful in a mans world.  58  The six graders used a scratch off paper to create the Characters from Artemis Fowl, Holly Short and Artemis Fowl these student used hard and direct lines using a tooth pick to create drawing.  59  This student used direct lines and fast coloring to create drawing using a tooth pick to scratch off.  60  This scratch off project used softer lines to create an unbelievable drawing.   61  Students created a dictionary using words from book, Freak the Mighty they used emotional word the characters expressed.   62  Some students used the characters language to help the other character understand what the character was saying. 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63,64,65,66,67,68,69  These students used the geometric shape the square to create direct and indirect lines.  Some were fast and slow.   Open and Closed are also viewed. They also had hard and soft line marking using black marker.  96  I got creative with the is popcorn bulletin board, I used yellow and red to fast and slow attraction.  The color red to grab peoples attentions.  I had people stop and compliment on this.  I used your  theme of power with the colors I chose. 99,200  I had students create a plate with four colors, students had to cut out hard using hard and soft style of cutting. Softer were more detailed hearts and faster heart were larger with odd style of cutting.  201  Closed some open tiles.  202  Tiles are hard and open/closed. . 203  Long open/closed tiles that decorate the heart.  204  Open tiles around the heart. 205  Closed decorative tiles around heart. 206,207  Very closed direct tiles around heart. 208  Indirect/ direct, soft/hard tiles, student cut these large.  209  These tiles had a mixer various shapes in square cutting.  210  Nicely done but several  were out of place causing it to be open and closed.  211  Large square tiles are closed and nicely placed.   104,105,106  Student  personification creation for reading. They used Hard and Soft.  107  The Blue Cat‐ student used hard and soft air modeling clay. The blue paint is fast and slow(black). 108  Student used a rat using hard and soft.  Hard for the hard paint rat.  He used soft for the jacket and tie using fabric material.  109  This fish was made out of clay‐hard.  Soft using pastel paint colors. 110   This cat was made out of soft air clay.  It was super weightless  to carry.  He used indirect and direct strokes.  It also had open and closed lines using paint.  111  This snack was made out of a unique kind of material.  My student had to mold it to the shape. Then left over night in water to grow.  After it had dried , student painted it using direct lines.  112  This mouse was created out of clay it had fast and slow colors.  113  This duck was made out of clay stored in the freezer to harden.  This student is an artist.  He used all of the eight qualities in this project.  114  This donkey was amazing.  The student used duck tape, newspaper, and magazines.  She used markers to create the face. Once again all eight qualities were used here.  115  This student used modeling clay to construct this project.  She used hard and soft in color choice.  116  This was made of out modeling clay. Very soft and direct.  117  Turtle was made out of paper mache, towel rolls. It used a lot of direct. 118  Student used modeling clay used fast and soft colors.  119  This student used all eight qualities.  It was another superb project. Her speech was fantastic.  Her tone of voice changed as the bird found new adventures.  120  This was done out of regular play‐do. The straight lines were very direct and indirect in some letters. 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121  This project was done out of air dry modeling clay he used fast bright colors.  122  They bear was done out of dry modeling clay. Its texture was very amazing. He used both hard and soft textures.  123,124  My favorite cat, Dr Suess.  This student used air dry molding clay. Her use of her hand sculpturing this cat was fantastic.  She had hard and soft textures, open and closed areas on the body.  125  Mickey mouse was made out of foam ball and circular halves.  She had great open and closed effect on this face.  126  Tigger was made out half foam and clay body. He had indirect lines and open areas. The color was fast using  bright orange.  128  This little bear was super lite.  It was  a wonderful soft exture. It had indirect lines. And soft texture. 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 2008: Career Transition for Dancers Award to support my continuing education in obtaining an MFA Dance at the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee.   2008: Chancellor’s Award from the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee.   2006: APPEX Fellowship at the University of California at Los Angeles.   2006: Selected as one of 50 Choreographers for the Deutschland Tanz Platform Catalog.   2005: Bessie Schoenberg Choreographer in Residence at the Yard Martha´s Vineyard, MA.   2005: Up and Coming Choreographer for Ballet International Yearbook 2005.   2002‐2008: Funding from the Külturbüro Essen, Germany.   2003: Selected As Choreographer for SIWIC in Zurich, Switzerland.   Fall 2001‐2006: Funding from the Stiftung Kunst NRW in Düsseldorf, Germany.   2004: Recognized as National Choreographer in Germany, Deutsche Tanz Platform Düsseldorf, Germany.   1999‐2001: Funding from the Kultur Senator in Bremen, Germany.   Summer of 1997 and Summer of 1998: DanceWeb Prize International Tanzwochen Wien, Austria.   I was selected by prominent jury twice to represent Germany in Dance as a Professional Dancer/Choreographer and to attend the International Tanzwochen in Wien on full Scholarship. 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 Summer 1983: Full Scholarship to attend the American Dance Festival in Durham, North Carolina at Duke University. Teachers: Lee Connor, Simone Forti, Chuck Davis, and Betty Jones.   Summer 1983: Presidential Scholar in the Arts Award in Washington D.C., U.S.A. I performed at the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts for President Ronald Reagan and received the Presidential Scholar Medallion. This is the highest award for a High School graduating senior to receive in the U.S.A.    Summer 1983: Arts Recognition and Talent Search Finalist Miami, Florida , I was selected to compete against other graduating High School students throughout the nation and won the highest award in dance.   
FILM AND VIDEO  1992: “The Last Supper at Uncle Toms Cabin” By Bill T. Jones a Film made for BBC and PBS. I was dancer for this Documentary about Bill and the Company.  1991: “The Little Lieutenant” By Sally Silvers a film made for the National Endowment for the Arts. I was Dancer for this short film.  1989: “The Mother of Three Sons” By Bill T.Jones a Film made for German Television WDR. I was the third son in this film that premiered for the Munich Biennale.  1983: “These Gifts” By National Foundation for Advancement in the Arts, Miami, Florida. A Competition I won and danced in for PBS.  
 PUBLICATIONS 
 2007: “Creativity Throughout the Year: A Book for Learning and Teaching in the Arts” This book was written by me and is planned to be published 2008.  2006: “Authentic Emotions: Intercultural Music, Theater, and Dance Collaborations Shared through the APPEX 2006 Experience” written and published for the U.C.L.A. Archives and APPEX Home Page.  2006: “Celebrating 10 Years of Choreography in Germany: A Retrospective Focus on Five Choreographic Works” Masters Degree Thesis for U.C.L.A. and is part of the Deutsche Tanz Archivs in Cologne, Germany.  2005: “Schritte Verfolgen” Portrait on the Choreograper Susanne Linke by Norbert Servos. I danced for this choreographer 6 years in Germany and I am mentioned on page 177 in this book. 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1995: “Last Night On Earth” by Bill T. Jones. I danced with the company from 1989 until 1992. I am mentioned in this book during the production of “The Last Supper at Uncle Tom´s Cabin.”  1993: “Ausgangspunkt Folkwang” Zur Geschichte des Modernen Tanzes in Nordrhein‐Westfalen. This book was an overview about the German Tanztheatre History in the Northrhein Westfalia area published for a Russian Tour. I am mentioned in this book as one of the dancers involved with this tour.  1992: “Sea, Sand & Stars: Twenty Years Dancing at The Yard” This is a Retrospective book of the Choreographers who have come to the Yard. A photo of me is featured with the Shapiro and Smith Dance Co. I premiered the piece “To Have and to Hold” there in 1989.   
